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Dear readers,
Christmas time is
coming. Do  you
know that you have
in front of you the
third LERIKA Chris-
tmas Newsletter?
Time flies sometimes
faster than we wish.
This is certainly an 

opportunity to remember and especially to
thank you for reading our electronic publi-
cation and for occasionally responding to
it and mainly to thank the customers who
have been helping us with the creation of its
contents.

Not only is Christmas coming, but the
end of the year is as well. And as usual, as of
the New Year there will be changes to rules
and regulations, on which understandable
we will focus our attention and to which we
will provide necessary space in our Newsle-
tter. Therefore, in this issue you will find
a  general article about the new changes,
most of which will take effect as of 1 January
2016. And this time there are not just a few of 

them. The changes include legislation regar-
ding accounting, income tax and reserves as
well as changes to the legislation regarding
auditors.

The LERIKA Newsletter neither is nor
shall be about politics, except for focusing
on accounting and tax legislation. So we will
settle for only a short note, which is that this
year, more than ever before, we can realise
that a calm and safe life will not necessarily
be something even we in Central Europe can
take for granted. It is also a good idea to re-
mind everyone of how petty all of the work
matters which we encounter are. This is true,
even though it certainly does not mean that
we have devoted too little attention to them
in LERIKA. Our customers are entitled to per-
fect services with an absolute minimum of
errors, and we are working hard to ensure
that they receive such services. We are proud
that our customers confirm it so often. Both
on the pages of this LERIKA Newsletter and
elsewhere.

Nonetheless, there is one conclusion that
we should draw from all of this news and
from the new changes. Let‘s not let spending 

Alot has already been written
about VAT control statement
(in our Tax News publication). 

But since it appears that attempts at
postponement are not succeeding and
the actual implementation date will be
the 1st of January of next year, it will
do no harm to remind you of what is
important. The obligation to file a VAT
control statement applies to all VAT
payers who in the particular month
have carried out or accepted taxable
supply with a place of supply in the
Czech Republic or have accepted or
provided a fee prior to the date of date
of taxable supply. The requirement
also applies to payers who have carried
out or accepted taxable supply in a
special regime for investment gold, but
it does not apply to identified   persons.

DISCREET CHARM OF VAT
CONTROL STATEMENT 

Within the scope of VAT control statement,
the payer shall provide all of the requi-
red details, such as the tax identification
numbers of the supplier and customer(s),
the document number, date of taxable
supply, the tax and VAT base and the code
of supply. Invoices up to CZK 10,000, inclu-
ding VAT, will be reported in a single cumu-
lative item. At first glance it may seem that
the new requirement is basically problem-
-free and that the only difficulty in it could
be the date of the obligation to carry out 

The newly implemented obligation may help increase tax collection.
However, the means of submission and setting of deadlines and fines from
a  relatively regular report will pose a  risk with potentially very serious
consequences. 

The requirements for VAT control
statement are specified in Section
101c to 101i of the VAT Act (Act
No. 235/2004 Coll., in its wording
effective as of 1 January 2016.

If you would like to read more
about VAT control statement or if
you would like to try out filling the form
for control statement, please go to the
following links.

y

y

Christmas time with loved ones be ruined by
any work banalities. This time is too precious
to ruin.

We wish you an enjoyable Christmas and
hope that the end of the year will be without
any problems.

Monika Borkovcová
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tax reporting (e.g. when accepting goods
from an EU member state, when the date
is primarily derived from the date when
the invoice is issue, and when a situation
could easily arise when the necessary do-
cument from abroad cannot be received
in time). Even the obligation to submit
the VAT control statement electronically is
unavoidable.

Five unexpected complications
The first complication can occur when
submitting a  data message via the re-
spective portal, since if the submission
does not include a  certified electronic
signature, additional confirmation will be
required. While for different filings it is su-
fficient when the responsible person goes
in person to sign the filing at the Revenue
Authority within five days, VAT control sta-
tement must be confirmed at the Revenue
Authority by the deadline for submission
of VAT control statement.

Complication number two. The dead-
line for submission of VAT control state-
ment is at first glance identical to the de-
adline for filing of the tax return, meaning
the 25th day of the subsequent month.
However, it only seems so at first glance. In
fact, the tax return can be filed up to five
business days after the deadline without
penalisation, but for VAT control statement
this is not the case. Moreover, legal entities,
regardless of whether they are monthly or
quarterly VAT payers, will issue control sta-
tement on a monthly basis! Only individu-
als who are quarterly payers can submit
VAT control statement also on a quarterly
basis. Small companies will submit filings
three times more often than they have
done so far. Do not look for any logic be-
hind this, it is just what the law says, and
we are required to respect it. If the VAT
control statement is not submitted by the 

set deadline, the tax administrator will call
on the taxpayer to submit it by a  substi-
tute deadline of within 5 days of receiving
that demand. And here is hidden obstacle
number three. These are not business days,
but calendar days. If the notice is delivered
to you on Wednesday evening and you 

happen to be spending an extended wee-
kend elsewhere, because Thursday and
Friday are state holidays and the children
do not have anyone to watch them, then
you have to remember that already during
the day on Monday you will have to react
to the notice. State holidays and weekends 

do not extend the deadline in such case.
The tax administrator will send all re-

quests related to VAT control statement
via data boxes, and so each message will
be considered delivered either upon its
arrival in the data box or 10 days after it
has been sent. However, individuals or fo-
reign legal entities who do not have a data
box should pay close attention. They will
receive notices via e-mail; that is complica-
tion number four. Each such message will
be considered delivered on the date when
the tax administrator sends it!

The fifth complication in a row is repre-
sented by the relatively strict fines related
to the short deadlines for responding to
a notice from the tax administrator. If a ta-
xpayer does not meet the submission de-
adline and submits it without being called
upon to do so even just one day late, the
minimum fine will be CZK 1,000. If such 
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a demand is issued, the minimum fine will
be CZK 10,000, even if the taxpayer reacts
to it immediately. Each forgotten step will
be very expensive, especially for small
companies.

But this is not all. If based on a demand
for a change the taxpayer does not file an
addition to or confirmation of the details
in the subsequent VAT control statement
(and I  remind that the deadline in this
case is 5 days from when the notice of the
demand from the tax administrator is de-
livered), then a fine of CZK 30,000 will be
imposed. The tax administrator shall also
issue a fine of CZK 50,000 to whoever fails
to file regular VAT control statement, even
by an additional deadline specified by the
tax administrator. The same fine will be im-
posed by the tax administrator on anyone
who after being sent a demand for elimi-
nation of doubts does not correct inco-
rrect details or add missing or incomplete
details in the subsequent VAT control sta-
tement. Finally, there is another scary po-
tential situation in the form of a fine of half
a million crowns for anyone who by failing
to fulfil the obligations related to VAT cont-
rol statement seriously complicates or hin-
ders tax administration. Following careful
reading of the provisions related to fines,
a  reader may wonder whether the aim
of the Ministry of Finance be to improve
VAT collection through fines rather than
through collection of taxes as such.

The VAT control statement certainly 

will not substitute the obligation to keep
records for VAT purposes (the recording
requirement). Each VAT payer is required
to keep these records continuously, in the
extent necessary for preparation of VAT re-
turns, EC sales list and VAT control state-
ment. So I would recommend amending
and adding to records kept for VAT
purposes, so that it is possible to prepare
VAT control statement from the details
contained in the records. But I certainly
would warn against anyone ceasing to
prepare the records, as has been re-
commended by some “expert“ articles.                                             

Martin Pecka

“VAT control statement certainly
does not substitute the obligation 

to maintain records 
for the required purposes.

Each VAT payer is still required to
keep these records continuously, 

in the extent necessary 
for preparation of VAT returns,

EC sales list
and VAT control statement.“

“A tax return can be filed up
to five days after the deadline

without any penalisation,
but for VAT control statement 

this is not the case.“



Changes in accounting
As of 1 January 2016, a  major change to 
accounting will take effect. The Account-
ing Act, the Income Tax Act, the Reserves 
Act, the Auditors Act and an accounting 
regulation for business operators have 
been amended. These changes are in 
additions to others that in practice will in-
volve cancellation or renaming of certain 
accounting groups and related changes 
in according of certain accounting situati-
ons. You can read more about this in our 
Tax News publication.

There you will also find information 
about the new division of accounting 
units into four categories (micro, small, 
medium-sized and large enterprises), ba-
sed on the numbers of employees, assets, 
turnover and potentially other special cri-
teria (for example, whether the enterprise 

is a  subject of public interest) and about 
how options and requirements of account- 
ing units are ranked.

This is shown by the table on the fo-
llowing page.

We predict that the majority of our 
clients already know into what category 
they will fall and what obligations for 
them stem from that. However, we would 
like to remind everyone that in the event 
of uncertainty it is important to contact 
an accounting and tax adviser as quickly 
as possible. 

Labour law changes
The following changes are not entirely 
new, since they already took effect in Oc-
tober of this year. For completeness, we 
would like to point out that now the si-

2016:  WHAT ALL WILL BE DIFFERENT
We are already used to the fact that at the beginning of each year, there are changes to accounting and tax regulations. But this 
time the situation is different. This is especially true, since in addition to what will take effect as of 1 January there will also be 
other fresh changes.

 y injury insurance and compensation for 
work-related injuries or occupational 
illnesses. There have been a few chan-
ges, the practical impacts of which will 
include a significant increase in the va-
lue of the point for suffered pain and 
potential impediment of social interac-
tion; the value of the point will newly 
be set as CZK 250 (compared to CZK 
120 so far).

And understandably the average wage 
applied for 2016 is also changing. In re-
lation to this, for 2016 the general wage 
determination basis is being increased 
to CZK 26,357. All data and coefficients 
corresponding to average wages are also 
changing. This is shown clearly by the  
following table.                                 

    Ivana Ottová

Details regarding average wages for 2016

General wage determination base   CZK 26 357

Recalculating coefficient of retirement insurance  CZK 1.0246

Average wage CZK 27 006

Limit for application of a solidary tax increase for advances for individual income taxes.  CZK 108 024

Ceiling for the determination base for social security premiums CZK 1 296 288

Yearly limit for application of the solidary tax increase CZK 1 296 288

Minimum advances for self-employed entrepreneurs for retirement insurance CZK 1 972

Minimum advances for self-employed entrepreneurs for health insurance CZK 1 823

The amount of income reduced by expenses of a self-employed entrepreneur 
with additional activities establishing participation in retirement insurance

CZK 64 813

Reduction limit for the purposes of disability insurance CZK 901 / CZK 1 351 / CZK 2 701

tuation is different from what it was until 
recently:

 y the contribution during partial unem-
ployment (kurzarbeit), for which an 
employer may apply and which should 
make it possible to keep a work position 
for a  temporary period, for example if 
an important client is lost. This is regula-
ted by Section 115 of the Employment 
Act (Act No. 435/2004 Coll.);

 y cancellation of agreements on work 
performance can now be jointly agreed 
upon between the parties hereto or 
terminated with 15-days of notice or 
terminated immediately (in situations 
when employment can be terminated 
immediately). All of this is based on the 
new wording of Section 77 paragraph 
4 of the Labour Code;
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*) An annual report will still be required to be prepared by accounting units with mandatory auditing, newly including trust funds.
**) Conducting of accounting in a simplified scope includes the option of using only group accounts, connecting the diary and the main book 
 (“American diary“), and only performing accounting of reserves and correction items in accordance with the Reserves Act, etc. (Note: This must not be 
 interchanged with the balance sheet and profit and loss statement in abridged form.)

2016:  WHAT ALL WILL BE DIFFERENT

Categorisation of accounting units 

Accounting Unit
Criteria

Assets Turnover Number of employees

Micro less than or equal to CZK 9 million less than or equal to CZK 18 
million less than or equal to 10

Small less than or equal to CZK 100 million less than or equal to CZK 200 
million less than or equal to 50

Medium less than or equal to CZK 500 million less than or equal to CZK 1 
billion less than or equal to 250

Large more than CZK 500 million more than CZK 1 billion more than 250
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Imposed demands and requirements

Account-
ing unit

Requirements

Financial 
reports

Publication 
of reports

Cash flow and 
overview of 
changes in 
equity

Annual 
report*)

Mandatory 
audit

Valuation 
based on real 
value

Accounting 
in simplified 
scope**)

Micro Option of 
preparing
financial 
reports in 
shortened 
extent, if 
they are not 
required to be 
audited

Not required 
to publish 
a profit and 
loss statement 
if they are not 
required to 
undergo audit

Not required 
in the financial 
report to state 
non-financial 
information, 
such as non-fi-
nancial infor-
mation about 
expected de-
velopment of 
the company, 
research and 
development 
activities, etc.

Never, unless 
required by 
special 
legislation

Assets do not 
appreciate 
to real value 
(Section 27 
paragraph 7 of 
the Account-
ing Act)

Can be 
maintained by 
associations,  
such as 
housing and 
social associa-
tions, without 
a mandatory 
audit

Small Existing crite-
ria maintained: 
CZK 40 million 
in assets, CZK 
80 million in 
net turnover, 
an average of 
50 employees

Medium-
-sized

Obliged to 
prepare an 
overview of 
cash flow

always

Large always

Inclusion in the particular category will depend on achievement (exceeding) of set criteria (at least two of the three) by the balance sheet date.



Tax adviser‘s comments:

COMICS AGAINST EVASION
When I  once contem-
plated the topic of an 
article for the next issue 
of our newsletter (I  have 
in mind the one that you 
are holding in your hand 
or reading on your mo-

nitor), I  hoped that I  would be able with 
obvious certainty to write about the final 
version of VAT control statement or de-
finitively approved electronic records of 
business transactions. But much to my sur-
prise (though not really), there is not yet 
anything to write about in relation to this 
topic. There is not... well, something could 
be found to write about, but so far none 
of the above steps have been 
finally approved yet, nor has 
the final form of VAT control 
statement yet been approved.

So I kept thinking, and sud-
denly as if the Holy Spirit had 
contacted me (well, excuse 
me, I am an atheist and do not 
believe either in the Holy Spirit 
or in any other spirits, but I like 
this wording, and so I  have 
used it), I  browsed the web 
pages of our financial and tax 
administration just for inspi-
ration. And it was a  bull‘s eye 
hit. After brief reading, I  was 
stunned by the following: 
The financial administration 
acquaints people with the 
problems associated with 
tax evasion with humorous 
cartoons!

The whole humorous cartoon series 
describing methods of tax evasion has 
been named “Stories from the Life of Da-
něk Krátil“. [Note: “Krátil daně“ in Czech 
means ”He evaded taxes“.] The financial 
administration used this atypical name to 
describe “cheaters“ who cheat by not pa-

ying taxes and take advantage of the ho-
nesty of others for their own benefit. In the 
prologue to the comics strip, the financial 
administration complains a bit that frauds-
ters are increasingly more difficult to keep 
track of, especially due to modern techno-
logy that they use and due to not enough 
staff working for the tax administration. 
I cannot forget to point out here that the 
short staff will now have even less time, if 
we take into consideration the aforementi-
oned VAT control statement, which taxpa-
yers will be required to file as of January 
2016 and which will be accompanied by 
a  lot more administrative steps, both for 
taxpayers and for tax administrators.

So I  wonder if the information about 
not enough staff should be sent to Mr AB 
(author‘s note: the first two letters of the 
alphabet have been chosen here purely at 
random) instead of taxpayers being infor-
med about the situation via comics strips.

I have read all of the stories from the life 
of Daněk Krátil, and I  must say that most 
of them really made me laugh out loud. 
The stories of Daněk Krátil focus on (not) 
issuing invoices, not declaring actual re-
venue, working under the table, avoiding 
paying VAT, using pirated accounting soft-
ware for tax evasion, tax audits, and, as 
has already been stated, the number of 
tax audits and the insufficient number of 
staff and auditors working for the financial 
administration. However, the question is 
whether I actually ought to cry. Someone 
should realise that mainly the tax evaders 
portrayed by Daněk Krátil will be the ones 

who really have the last laugh. And I‘m not 
one of them.

However, the stories also include a re-
commendation for how to fight against 
all such tax evaders represented by the 
cartoon character, and they are a  huge 
advertisement and form of propaganda 
for the newly introduced system of VAT 

control statement and electronic 
records of business transactions. 
So you see, in the end I basically 
have written about something 
that I  did not originally want 
to write about, though in a  so-
mewhat different form. The plan 
for electronic records of business 
transactions and VAT control sta-
tement is currently rattling the 
tax system in the Czech Republic.

In the conclusion of the sto-
ries about Daněk Krátil, I  also 
learnt that the sum of undecla-
red revenue in the Czech Repub-
lic during a single year is CZK 160 
billion. The state is also deprived 
of CZK 80 billion in VAT revenue. 
In the words of the financial ad-
ministration, for the mentioned 
amount of unpaid VAT, the en-
tire Czech Republic (including 
the tax evaders represented by 

the character in the comics, even though 
they would apparently head for a different 
destination – author‘s note) could go on 
vacation in Croatia.

So there is nothing left to do except to 
hope that the VAT control statement and 
electronic records of business transac-
tions will reduce the amounts specified 
above as close as possible to zero. Is there 
anyone here who would not want to go on 
vacation in Croatia next year? The stories 
about Daněk Krátil can be found at http://
www.financnisprava.cz/assets/cs/prilohy/
fs-financni-sprava-cr/2015-Komiks-Da-
nek_Kratil.pdf.

In conclusion, I would like to take the 
opportunity to wish you all an enjoyable 
Christmas season and the best possible 
entry into the New Year. Perhaps it will 
bring you only good things in relation to 
taxation.                                         Martin Pecka
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The stories of Daněk Krátil 
focus on (not) issuing invoices, 
not declaring actual re venue, 

working under the table, 
avoiding paying VAT, 

using pirated accounting soft ware 
for tax evasion, tax audits…

In the prologue to the comics strip, 
the financial administration 

complains a bit that fraudsters
 are increasingly more difficult

 to keep track of, 
especially due to modern 
technology that they use 

and due to not enough staff 
working for the tax administration.

http://www.financnisprava.cz/assets/cs/prilohy/fs-financni-sprava-cr/2015-Komiks-Danek_Kratil.pdf
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If anyone can be described as a walking 
advertisement for the Pohoda accounting 
system, it is Petra Toulová. She has been 
working with it for years both at home and 
at work, and she does not dare criticise it. If 
a customer needs her to do so, she can use 
a different accounting tool. But she enjoys 
coming back to Pohoda.

It may not come as a surprise that the 
information system is one of the criteria 
according to which she chose her emplo-
yer. But it was only one of the criteria. She 
came to LERIKA at the recommendation 
of a  colleague, who has worked for the 
company for several years already. She 
was looking for a company with a pleasant 
collective, a  professional approach and 
options for expanding expertise. “I  knew 
that I  wanted to get into an accounting 
company and not into a company accoun-
ting department. This has enabled me to 
get involved in a  much wider spectrum 
of activities, to work closely with tax 

advisers and to learn a lot of new things.“
She quickly got involved with the new 

company. This involved an interview, a de-
cision, rejecting interviews in other com-
panies and hiring. Today Petra Toulová is 
responsible for handling accounting for 
two corporate customers, and she helps 
several others with accounting. She settles 
invoices, checks the accuracy of items, 
establishes new centres in the system and 
helps companies cope with liquidation.

She joined LERIKA in September of this 
year after having spent five years on ma-
ternity leave, during which she two care 
of two active boys, did sports with them, 
went to Sokol events, read to them and did 
everything else that mothers do  for their 
sons. But even during her maternity leave 
she did not abandon accounting or the Po-
hoda system. Mainly, she did not stop lear-
ning, attending training and continuously 
familiarising herself with the latest chan-
ges in accounting legislation. As a  result, 
LERIKA has gained an excellently prepared 
accountant.

How did Petra get involved in accoun-
ting? She originally wanted to be a  se-
cretary like her mother, but she was 
dazzled by accounting and numbers in 
secondary school. It was also her new spe-
cialisation, and her first part-time job was 
in a  hotel‘s accounting department. That 
was followed by other work and studies, 
and you know where it went from there. 
(Today Petra has a  master‘s degree from 
the University of Economics.)

She spends most of her free time pla-
ying sports. So she is a  proper wife of an 
athlete and mother of two sons who are 
involved in sports.

MOMMA, ACCOUNTANT, STORYTELLER

An accountant‘s life has four phases. 
During the first phase, he/she believes 
in Santa Claus. In the second phase, 
he/she certainly doesn‘t believe in 
Santa Claus. In the third phase he/she  
becomes Santa Claus, and in the fourth 
phase he/she looks like Santa Claus

How many accountants does it take 
to change a light bulb?
How much money do you have for it?

How do you drive an accountant 
crazy?
You tie him to a chair, get in front of him 
and start folding a road map the wrong 
way.

An accountant is someone who knows 
the price of everything and the value of 
nothing.

Where does a  homeless accountant 
live? In a tax haven.
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Have a Merry Christmas

and a Succesfful

and Happy New Year.
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